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Introduction

The world’s resources are depleting. Human 
consumption of global resources has led to 
worldwide deforestation, resulting in loss of vital 
biodiversity ecosystems of great importance for 
all mankind. 

The launch of our Biodiversity Protect ion 
and Sustainable T imber Bond aims to grow 
the size of our p lantat ions to reduce pressure 
on natura l  forests. We are using a combination 
of ethical commercial forestry together with a 
biodiversity scheme to preserve and regenerate 
existing primary forests. 

We are committed to working with nature, 
not against it, and we are providing a helping 
hand to accelerate the reforestation process.  
Pachamama is working towards becoming a 
market leader by providing sustainably sourced 
hardwood timber products that have positive 
environmental and social impacts. 

It is vital that action is taken now to safeguard 
a global carbon-reducing region of crucial 
environmental importance. Mankind is currently 
losing natural forests equivalent to the size of 
Ireland every year. With their loss, important 
biodiverse eco systems are being lost and with 
them a critical part of the chain of life on earth. 





Biodiversity is the delicate balance of life forms 
on Earth. According to Conservation International 
(an international non-governmental organization), 
contained within Colombia’s borders are two of the 
richest agricultural and most biodiverse regions on 
earth; the Tropical Andes and the Amazon Rainforest. 
These two regions contain a sixth of the plant life on 
earth in an area less than 1% of the earths’ landmass. 

Our sustainable commercial hardwood plantations 
will relieve pressure on these globally significant 
‘hotspots’ resulting in a reduction of habitat loss. 

Loss of vital biodiversity resources, such as the 
world’s primary forests, is causing changes to climatic 
conditions that could result in irreversible damage to 
ecosystems and threaten how we all live our lives on 
Earth.  Approximately 50% of the mass of a tree is 
carbon, therefore our plantations and the protection 
of primary forests effectively ‘locks’ this carbon up 
in carbon ‘banks’. Losing such forests, and their 
habitats, will also result in the potential loss of 
disease-fighting research and medicines, which have 
been found previously in these types of environments 
for the benefit of all mankind. To succeed we must 
protect these areas through ethical commerce as 
State and NGO sponsored “hand-outs” cannot, on 
their own, drive a successful solution. 

Investors purchasing our bonds will receive a 
competitive return while protecting and restoring 
important primary forests. We are currently working 
with the National Parks Agency in Colombia to place 
this protected and regenerated primary forest into 
SINAP (the National System of Protected Areas). In 
so doing, we can ensure the long-term survival of 
these critically important biodiverse areas, effectively 
adding them to the Colombian National Parks 
authority.  Pachamama will make all protected land 
available for use by the scientific community and will 
be conducting a Flora and Fauna assessment study 
in early 2012 and to be held annually thereafter.

We have spent over 3 years diligently planning and 
executing our forestry program.  With strong venture 
capitalist backing, companies within the Pachamama 
group currently own 1820 hectares of productive land 
in Colombia (enough space to plant over 1.5 million 
commercial hardwood plantation trees), with over 50 
hectares (55,000 trees) already planted within 1420 
hectares of useable land. The remaining 400 hectares 
are set aside for regeneration and biodiversity 
conservation.  We are now bringing this land and soil 
back up to peak health using natural techniques to 
provide the framework to grow thriving trees.  

The Sustainable Timber and Biodiversity Protection 
Bond gives investors a secure mechanism to expand 
the project by investing in Pachamama Forest Ltd for 
plantation operations through a UK-based Trustee 
company. Investor funds are used to prepare the 
land, nursery, planting, maintenance and harvesting 
of the commercial plantations along with protecting 
the rich biodiversity of existing, primary forest in the 
Meta region of Colombia. Regular third party progress 
reports will be published to Pachamama’s website 
through our independent, Swiss based consulting 
company, SGS; the Geneva-based global market 
leader in agricultural inspection.

Sustainable Timber and 
Biodiversity Protection 
Bond

What is biodiversity and 
why is it so important?

Pachamama is proud to be an official 
partner of the United Nations Decade of 
Biodiversity and the Strategic Plan for 
Biodiversity 2011-2020; a global strategy 
for plant conservation aiming to reduce 
the loss of natural habitat by 50% and, 
wherever feasible, 100% by 2020. 



Colombia
The New Agriculturist Journal recognizes Colombia 
as being the second most biodiverse country in the 
world. With 12 hours of sunlight 365 days a year, 
ample rainfall and an optimal temperature range, 
Colombia delivers ideal climatic growing conditions 
for the Acacia Mangium tree species. After our 
environmentally sensitive soil preparation, the rapid 
redevelopment of degraded savannah through 
fast growth commercial hardwood plantations will 
be possible. Acacia grows twice as fast here than 
in Europe - allowing investors to profit from our 
commercial plantation project in half the time. 

Colombia has a progressive government investing 
heavily in vital infrastructure to open up the country’s 
interior for forestry and agricultural projects. Attractive 
tax breaks and incentives for forestry companies 
allow more of investor’s monies to be used in 
planting, maintenance and protection of the forests.  
Along with incentives for business, the Colombian 
government has secured the country’s position with 
the World Bank as the fifth leading nation in the world 
for the strength of investor protection.

Now with a decade of impressive economic growth 
and the establishment of political stability, Colombia 
has been transformed into a prosperous and safe 
country for foreign investment:

Bloomberg reported a 54% increase in Colombian 
exports Jan-Jun 2011

Colombia has been given ‘Investment Grade’ status 
by all three major investment ratings agencies; 
Standard & Poor’s, Fitch and Moody’s 

The Colombian economy grew 5.1% in Q1 2011 
(Reuters-June,2011)

Colombian GDP per head has risen 140% from 
2000-2010 (EIU Economist Intelligence Unit)

The top two countries investing in Colombia are the 
USA with USD 11.43 bn, followed by the UK with 
USD 5.44bn invested there (Pro Export)

With other countries in Central and South America 
experiencing plantation land price inflation, we have 
chosen the Meta region of Colombia for its fine 
agriculture growing qualities.

Ranking made up of 184 countries: 
Source: Doing Business, 2011 
(World Bank)
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The Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC)

The Global Hardwood 
Economy

The North American and European restrictions on 
importing unsustainable forest products are having 
a significant upward effect on demand for FSC 
approved commercial hardwood products.  The FSC 
is an independent, non-governmental, not-for-profit 
organization established to promote responsible 
management of global forests. Pachamama’s high 
standards of land and tree- husbandry parallel those 
of the FSC and we intend to become certified - as 
overseen by SGS.

Demand for hardwoods to meet the needs of rapidly 
growing economies (including the BRIC nations - 
Brazil, Russia, India and China) cannot be met from 
existing, primary global forests. With restrictions on 
unsustainable forest products being implemented, 
this is the perfect opportunity for investors to become 
involved:

The Economist reports that demand for hardwood has 
increased 2500% over the last 40 years

Hardwood is the only asset class in existence that has 
risen in 3 of the last 4 global market collapses (Smart 
Money Magazine)

Average annual hardwood returns have outstripped 
leading global stock indices including property, oil and 
gold (The Economist-August 2010)

In the current period of investor losses from many 
(intangible) asset classes (such as stocks and shares), 
physical assets such as timber offer a real, tangible stake 
holding that cannot lose its value at the whim of the stock 
markets

Colombia is currently a net importer of hardwood as it 
cannot supply enough from domestic plantations to 
meet its own internal requirements. (Source: Proexport). 
Pachamama therefore has a ready-made national market 
to satisfy before looking to international ones.

This little-heralded but phenomenally successful 
hardwood industry has only just begun its ascent to 
economic prominence. The next two decades promise 
to elevate hardwood into investor consciousness as 
factors emerge that will see global prices rise even 
further, such as:

Rising global population (currently +75m people each year)

Rapid growth of emerging economies (particularly the 
BRIC nations)

International bans and enforcement on logging of 
existing, primary forests

Global forest protection policies

Increased concern over climate change caused, in 
part, by global tree loss

Rising price of oil

New energy policies encouraging the use of biomass 

The UN Food and Agriculture Organization estimates 
that global demand for hardwood will increase 60% 
from current levels by 2030. The benefits of hardwood 
investment are clear, providing excellent financial 
returns with direct environmental preservation – 
profitability with sustainability – creating socio-
economic value for all concerned.

The Food and Agricultural 
Organization estimates that 
by 2030 world consumption 
of industrial round wood will 
increase by approximately 
60% from current levels. 



Why 
Pachamama Forest Ltd?

Acacia Mangium

Incorporated and constituted in the UK, Pachamama 
Forest Ltd is a company with far-reaching goals. We 
aim to promote biodiversity protection to mitigate 
climate change and to find the best ways to produce 
the highest quality, sustainable commercial hardwood 
timber. 

That said, we realize that these goals are impossible 
without a sound economic footing and therefore we 
aim to provide profitability with sustainability; offering 
a secure, mitigated risk/high reward investment 
that is economically, environmentally and socially 
sustainable.

We wish to offer our investors the opportunity to profit 
from one of the world’s best performing commodities - 
hardwood. Our experience and knowledge of forestry 
management is an asset you can invest in, confident 
that our dedication will ensure the success of the 
project in an ethical manner.

The case for investing in hardwood is robust and 
Pachamama Forest Ltd is well placed to make the most 
of your investment by selecting and developing sites 
deemed suitable for reforestation and regeneration. 
Our team of highly experienced forestry professionals 
assesses:

Soil conditions
Regional ground water resources and adequate 
precipitation
Accessibility
Biodiversity protection potential
Land elevation
Quality of seeds/seedlings

But it is not just the nature of our unique project that 
sets Pachamama Forest Ltd apart; it is the operational 
structure and inherent security we have in place for 
our investors through:

Biodynamic soils – working with not against soils 
through natural techniques
Ideal climatic conditions
Excellent hydrology
Projected construction of new access highway and 
road networks
Stable political state
Economically thriving country
Very supportive government

Acacia Mangium is commonly referred to as White 
Teak or Brown Salwood.  Acacia is a major plantation 
species that absorbs carbon at an accelerated rate 
(due to its fast growing nature), fixes nitrogen and 
helps stop erosion due to its root system.  Acacia 
Mangium is a hearty species, growing as high as 5 
meters tall within just a few years, with increases in 
diameter up to 5 centimetres per year and maturing in 
approximately 9 to 12 years in our region.
 
Acacia Mangium’s timbers produce high value, highly 
versatile hardwood that is ideal for production on both 
industrial and local operator scales.  Acacia timbers 
are ideal for construction, boat building, furniture, 
cabinet making, mouldings, doors, windows, etc  

Tax breaks for forestry plantations
Excellent tree stock health overseen by trained 
technicians and forestry engineers  who reside 
onsite

Pachamama be l i eves  tha t  p romot ing  soc ia l 
responsibility makes sound business sense. For 
example, we give our permanent plantation staff 
(and their families), year-round housing onsite. 
This fosters not only a great sense of community 
and loyalty to Pachamama but also delivers the 
welcome byproduct of enhanced security on our 
plantations. As part of this commitment to our local 
communities, Pachamama has committed to planting 
and maintaining half a hectare a year of commercial 
plantation for local schools with all proceeds used to 
promote education for their students.  July 2011 saw 
the first phase of this project put into action with the 
planting of 550 trees. Students are currently directly 
involved in the maintenance of these trees, allowing 
them and our forest engineers to interact with one 
another to promote sustainable forestry products to 
the next generation.



Returns on Investment

Investor Returns

The Bond

The returns to be derived through the Biodiversity 
Protection and Sustainable Timber Bond compare 
favourably with traditional or more ‘mainstream’ 
investments. With the uncertainty that still surrounds 
global stock markets, it is comforting to know that 
our industry and asset class has never been more in 
demand and has such a positive future. In an uncertain 
economic climate, demand often gravitates away from 
‘intangibles’ (such as stocks and shares), to more 
tangible assets (such as timber), This commodity has 
outperformed every other global stock index (including 
property, oil and gold) in the last 40 years according 
to The Economist - August 2010. 

Investment 
Input Yr1

Return year 4

Return year 7

Return year 9

Return year 12*

TOTAL
RETURN+

£12,000

£1,200

£2,600

£7.900

£20,700

£32,400

£18,000

£1,800

£3,900

£11,850

£31,050

£48,600

£24,000

£2,400

£5,200

£15,800

 
£41,400

£64,800

(10%)

(21.67%)

(65.83%)
 

(172.50%)

The table shows returns on the minimum investment 
of £12,000 (two bonds) with two further investment 
examples – there is no upper limit on the number of 
bonds that may be purchased. 

The bond is for 12 years giving 170% return on 
capital over the duration of the investment term

Minimum investment is the purchase of two bonds 
for a total of £12,000

A £12,000 investment will return a total of £32,400 
to investors (to include the original bond value), an 
increase of £20,400

Further bonds may be purchased for £6,000 each 
with no upper limit on the number of bonds held by 
each investor

Investor returns are payable in years 4, 7, 9 & 12 in 
line with returns that Pachamama will receive from 
sales of the wood on our commercial hardwood 
plantation

The bond is eligible for purchase through a SIPP 
(Self Invested Personal Pension), with attendant tax 
advantages for the investor

The money we receive will be used to prepare the 
land, nursery, planting, maintenance and harvesting 
of our commercial hardwood plantations as well as 

to protect and regenerate the rich biodiversity in the 
Meta region of Colombia

Investors Bond monies equate to the working of 
3 hectares of sustainable, commercial hardwood 
forestry, 1 hectare ‘buffer zone’ of commercial trees 
(to safeguard investors returns) and the protection 
or regeneration of 2 hectares of primary forest within 
our biodiversity plan (per £12,000 investment).

*Return in year 12 includes repayment of original bond investment
+ Total return is 170% on investor’s capital 

An investment in Pachamama Forest Ltd sustainable 
timber and biodiversity projects is an investment in all 
our futures. 



How safe is my investment?
Pachamama Forest Ltd is a registered UK company 
subject to UK corporate governance and accounting 
procedures. We have appointed Citadel Trustees Ltd, 
(Citadel), one of the UK’s leading trustees, to guard 
against the unlikely possibility of Pachamama Forest 
Ltd defaulting upon payments to bond investors. 

Citadel will register a legal charge over our land and 
trees with all investor bond monies (and later revenues 
achieved from commercial tree sales), payable to 
Citadel in the first instance. Citadel will only release 
monies to Pachamama on the basis of pre agreed 
release criteria designed to prioritize investor returns.

In addition to the involvement of Citadel, Pachamama 
is protecting each individual investor with ‘a buffer 
zone’ equivalent to one hectare (per £12,000) of 
commercial plantation trees to secure investor 
returns against unforeseen circumstances should the 
need arise.  There is also a comprehensive insurance 
policy in place with international insurance specialist, 
Mapfre, to insure investors against fire and disease.

Stability, security and confidence are the key factors 
underlying any investment. As such, Pachamama 
has taken every measure to ensure investors feel 
confident in our ability to produce results and 
deliver on our promise to develop and maintain our 
plantations.  Organizations that have been employed 
to independently audit, monitor and ensure we deliver 
include:

SGS – SGS is the world’s leading international 
agricultural inspection company with its headquarters 
in Switzerland but with offices all over the world. 
Reputab le  inves tment  p ro jec ts  need to  be 
independently audited by respected third parties, 
such as SGS, to ensure progress and transparency.
www.sgs.com

Citadel Trustees Ltd, (Citadel)  – Widely recognized 
as one of the UK’s leading trustee companies – 
protecting the rights of investors and our obligations 
to them. Pachamama Forest Ltd is proud to operate 
in an honest, ethical and responsible manner and 
have backed this commitment with the appointment 
of Citadel.
www.citadeltrustees.com

Mapfre Insurance – A highly regarded international 
insurance company, Mapfre’s policy states that 
Pachamama plantations are covered for all replanting 
costs and maintenance costs up to year of the claim 

for wind and fire damage.
www.mapfreasistencia.com 

Natura – Professor Oscar Serrat, of Bogota University, 
is advising us through his Natura consultancy practice 
to assist Pachamama in developing the future 
markets of Acacia in Colombia and in global markets.  
Pachamama has also collaborated with Natura to 
develop a conservation strategy for redeveloping and 
maintaining primary forest as part of our Biodiversity 
plan.  Natura is also providing the link between 
Bogota University and Pachamama for our research 
programme.  

As well as economic security, we have instigated a full 
program of physical measures to protect the assets 
of the plantation and your investment, including a 
thorough disease and pest management policy, fire 
breaks and a dedicated on-site team to oversee day-
to-day operations. Investors are welcome to visit our 
plantations at anytime throughout their investment 
period to see these measures in place and in practice.

Pachamama is strongly 
opposed to the conversion 
of natural forest into 
plantations and has a strict 
environmental policy to 
ensure the preservation 
of natural forests.  The 
company is also committed 
to protecting biodiversity 
and will provide assisted 
regeneration to natural 
biological corridors. 





Disclaimer

Pachamama Forest Ltd is a company engaged in 
the production of the highest quality, sustainable, 
commercial hardwood timber and to promote 
biodiversity protection to mitigate climate change. 
We are offering this project on a ‘best effort’ basis 
and the information supplied within this brochure 
reflects management’s fair judgment (backed by the 
views of independent experts where appropriate), of 
the returns, mechanics and the commercial markets 
available to the project at the time of writing.

As with all investments, there are risks and these 
risks are taken by the purchaser. We have sought to 
mitigate these risks wherever possible.

The company is of good standing with a management 
team having extensive experience in the development 
and delivery of sustainable commercial hardwood 
timber plantations and biodiversity protection. 
However, any investor shall hold harmless the 
directors and management except in the case of 
gross negligence.

This opportunity is not part of any fund nor does it 
constitute a collective investment as defined by the 
Financial Services Authority because investors are 
making a loan to the company (Body Corporate) in 
the form of a Corporate Bond. As such, this is not 
classified as a regulated investment scheme and, 
therefore, the Financial Services Compensation 
Scheme and the Financial Ombudsman Service 
arrangements do not apply.

The information provided in this guide was correct 
at the time of printing. Information may be subject 
to change and investors should check both our 
website: www.pachamamaforest.com for any product 
information updates as well as closely studying the 
investment purchase contract.  
 
Pachamama Forest Ltd has endeavoured to provide 
information to allow investors to make an informed 
purchasing decision.  However, all prospective 
investors must make their own investigation and 
evaluation of a prospective investment in the project. 
Further information can be found in our corporate 
brochure - available as a download on our website, 
also in hardcopy format.
 
Should you require financial advice in making this 
investment then you should contact your Independent 
Financial Advisor.

Pachamama Forest Ltd does not offer or provide tax 
or investment advice.

Copyright notice © 2011 Pachamama Forest Ltd. All 
rights reserved. Material published by Pachamama 
Forest Ltd in this brochure is owned by Pachamama 
Forest Ltd (or commercial rights have been obtained 
to reproduce it under commercial terms), and may not 
be reproduced without permission.

Pachamama is  commit ted to  the susta inab le 
development and commercial realization of hardwood 
timber in order to drive forward our biodiversity 
program and returns for our investors.

Working closely with local and national government, 
international NGO’s and the private sector, 
Pachamama Forest Ltd aims to position itself as a 
market leader in the development of ethically sound 
forestry and other agriculturally based projects. 

Note to this Corporate Debenture Offering:

This corporate debenture is directed at UK investors.  
It is the responsibility of any person in possession of 
this document and any persons wishing to subscribe 
to bonds pursuant to this document and/or the 
Investment Proposal  to inform themselves of, and 
to observe all applicable laws and regulations  of any 
relevant jurisdictions.  Neither this document or the 
Investment Proposal constitutes an offer or solicitation 
by or to anyone in any jurisdiction or in which such 
offer or solicitation is not lawful or in which the person 
making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do 
so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make such 
an offer or solicitation.

For more information: www.pachamamaforest.com



Pachamama Forest Ltd

www.pachamamaforest.com
info@pachamamaforest.com 
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